Two counter-propagating cool and equally dense electron beams are modelled with particle-incell (PIC) simulations. The electron beam filamentation instability is examined in one spatial dimension, which is an approximation for a quasi-planar filament boundary. It is confirmed, that the force on the electrons imposed by the electrostatic field, which develops during the nonlinear stage of the instability, oscillates around a mean value that equals the magnetic pressure gradient force. The forces acting on the electrons due to the electrostatic and the magnetic field have a similar strength. The electrostatic field reduces the confining force close to the stable equilibrium of each filament and increases it farther away, limiting the peak density. The confining time-averaged total potential permits an overlap of current filaments with an opposite flow direction.
The electron beam filamentation instability (FI) generates magnetic fields in energetic astrophysical 1, 2 and solar flare plasmas 3 and in laser plasma interactions 4, 5 , if the beam speeds |v b | are comparable to c and if the densities of the counterstreaming beams are similar 6 . It has been investigated with one-dimensional (1D) PIC and Vlasov simulations 7, 8 and with two-dimensional (2D) PIC simulations 9, 10 . The counterstreaming electron beam instability has also been examined with a 3D PIC simulation 11 . Mobile ions and a guiding magnetic field have been taken into account 7, 10, 12 and statistical properties of the FI have been obtained 13, 14, 15 .
The FI triggers the growth of waves with the wavevectors k ⊥ v b over a wide band of k = |k|, where the wavenumbers k are of the order of the inverse electron skin depth.
The electrons are deflected by the magnetic field perturbation, and electrons moving in opposite directions separate in space. The net current of these flow channels amplifies the initial perturbation and, thus, the tendency to form current channels. The magnetic field amplitude grows exponentially and it saturates by the magnetic trapping of electrons 8 . The FI can also couple nonlinearly to electrostatic waves 7, 10, 13 . It has been suggested 12, 13 that it is the magnetic pressure gradient that gives rise to the electrostatic field that grows, when the FI saturates, but it has not yet been demonstrated quantitatively. This is the purpose of this paper.
We consider here the FI driven by equally dense and warm electron beams, which have a Maxwellian velocity distribution in their rest frame. This case is important, because the growth rate of the FI is highest relative to the competing mixed mode and two-stream instabilities for symmetric beams 6 . We study the FI with a particle-in-cell simulation code 16 that is based on the electromagnetic and relativistic virtual particle-mesh method 17 .
The FI is modelled in a simulation reference frame, in which both beams move into opposite directions at the speed modulus v b = 0.3c. We isolate the FI by selecting a 1D simulation box that is oriented orthogonally to the beam velocity vector v b and we resolve all velocity components. This is an approximation for a quasi-planar boundary between filaments with an oppositely directed electron flow. They occur in warm plasmas, if the confining magnetic field cannot overcome the thermal pressure and they are characterized by planar magnetic fields 12, 14, 18 . The periodic boundary conditions of the short simulation box result in the development of only one pair of filaments. The restriction to one dimension inhibits the merging of the filaments 9 and we can analyse the relation between the electric and magnetic fields of the quasi-stationary filaments. 
The electrons and their micro-currents are redistributed by the FI along x. The chargeand current-neutral plasma is transformed into one with J z (x) = 0. The z-component of
Ampere's law is in the 1D geometry
and B y ∝ − cos (kx) so that E z and B y will have a phase shift of 90
• . Figure 1 reveals this phase shift between B y and the evanescent E z . It also shows, that an electrostatic E x -field grows. The B y (x, t) and the E x (x, t) oscillate in space with the wavenumbers k 1 and k 2 , respectively, where k j = 2πj/L. Both fields are spatially correlated. The comparison of E x and B y at t = 56 demonstrates that
We determine now the relation between E x and B y . Let E B (x, t) be an electric field along x, which excerts the same force on an electron as the magnetic pressure gradient force does. This electric field is given in our normalization (
oscillates in time. The oscillation amplitude of E x (x, t > 56) is approximately constant and it apparently oscillates around a stationary background field. It is helpful to average the E x (x, t) and the E B (x, t) over the time interval t 1 = 56 to t 2 = 125 to giveẼ x (x) = (t 2 − t 1 ) to 2n e , of both beams separately (beam 1 is almost confined to 0.2 < x < 0.6) and both densities added together.
peak amplitude and it compares it with E B (x, t = 56). It turns out that E x (x, t = 56) ≈ 2E B (x, t = 56). The time-averaged fields fulfillẼ x (x) ≈Ẽ B (x) in Fig. 2(b) . The E x (x, t > 56) oscillates in time with an amplitude ≈Ẽ B (x) around a stationary background field with the amplitude ≈Ẽ B (x). Both amplitudes add up to 2Ẽ B (x) at t = 56. When the oscillatory and the background electric field have a phase shift of 180
• in time, they result in a E x (x, t c ) ≈ 0, for example when t c = 75 in Fig. 1(b) .
The E B (x, t = 56) andẼ B (x) correlate well in Fig. 2(c) with the normalized number density distributions n 1,2 (x) = (2n e ) −1 f 1,2 (x, p) dp of each beam and also with the summed distribution n 1 (x) + n 2 (x) at t = 56. The total density is modulated by about 30%, while that of n 1 and n 2 varies by an order of magnitude. Figure 3 shows the electron phase space distributions f (x, p z ), f 1 (x, p x ) and f 2 (x, p x ) at the time t = 56. The mean velocity along z of the electrons of the beams 1 (i=1) and 2 (i=2) is practically constant as a function of x. Any spatial modulation would be caused by the E × B-force, which is given by the product of E x and B y in our geometry. The effects of this force are small. space motion of the electrons around the equilibrium points x e with E x (x e ) = B y (x e ) = 0, for example x e = 0.4 in the supplementary movie, reveals, that they are trapped by a potential.
We can estimate the contributions of E x and B y to this potential after the saturation of the FI. We average the fieldsẼ x (x) = (t 2 − t 1 ) TheẼ D (x ≈ x e ) is confining the electrons around x ≈ x e . The |Ẽ D | > |Ẽ x | for x ≈ x e and E T is thus a confining force. However, the electron acceleration at x ≈ x e is decreased by We have confirmed here, that the electrostatic field, which grows during the nonlinear phase of the FI and in a 1D geometry, is driven by the magnetic pressure gradient. This has been proposed elsewhere 12, 13 , but a quantitative comparison has so far been lacking.
We have shown with a PIC simulation that the force imposed on an electron by the timeaveraged electrostatic fieldẼ x (x) matches theẼ B (x), which results from the time-averaged magnetic pressure gradient force. The E x (x, t) is, however, not time-stationary, which can be explained as follows.
The FI accelerates through the magnetic pressure gradient force the electrons and a current J x (x, t) builds up. This current results in the 1D geometry with ∇ × B = 0 through the normalized equation J x (x, t) = −∂ t E x (x, t) in a growing E x (x, t). The initial conditions are E x (x, t = 0) = 0 and J x (x, t = 0) = 0. Any oscillatory solution for J x (x, t) and E x (x, t) implies through J x (x, t) = −∂ t E x (x, t) that J x and E x cannot simultaneously oscillate in time around their initial values. The E x (x, t) oscillates instead around its time-average, which is the background fieldẼ B (x). The oscillation amplitude of E x is approximatelyẼ B (x). The superposed oscillatory and background field thus oscillates between E x (x, t c ) = 0 at certain times t c , fulfilling the initial condition at t c = 0, and a maximum E x (x, t c ) = 2Ẽ B (x).
We have confirmed previous suggestions, that the electric field force is comparable to the magnetic field force 7, 10 . We have used the time-averaged electric and magnetic forces to estimate their effects quantitatively. The electric field repels electrons at the filament centres and attracts them if they are farther away, which permits filaments to overlap and limits their peak density.
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